
■ WAS ALMOST established 
fact that Yamaha would beat 
su,.uki. Kawasaki and Honda to the 
dealer's showroom floor with the 
first serious production 250 trialer 
to come from Japan. Their develop-

R rnent rider, Mick Andrews, had long 
been at work with various versions 
of the madune in trials events 
around the world; the finahzed 
model came into play very quickly, 
mostly because Andrews is an old hand at 
machinery. 

The Ossa Mick Andrews Replica is, obviously, a Mick 
by-product, and we couldn't help but wonder what direction 
he would take wtth the new Yamaha. And, as we expected, 
Andrews designed the TY2S0 to his preferences. What this au.--.__ .. 
adds up to 1s the perfect example of a Japanese Ossa. H g 
qualities and traits are very similar to that, of t S n • 
make, but the Yammie comes complete with �venfences we 
don't normally expect from Spain. 

Hard to imagine though it may be, here is a ca 
machine with oil injection (Lordy!), primary ick startw 
(really'?), and wonder of wonders ... a factory equipped spark> 





that section while he fishes for neutral. Now one can right the 
bike, pull in the clutch and kick, and gel the hell out of there 
fast! 

Gear shifting is smooth and precise, bul we fell the TY was 
geared just a lad 011 the high side. Changing the countershaft 
sprocket one or two teeth cures the ailment. 

In keeping with recent Yamaha two-stroke tradition, the 
newly designed Single features reed-valve induction, and shares 
a few internal pieces with other engines in the line. But most 
of the unit is all new, even down to the cylinder and head 
assemblies. It's a smooth runner and chugs merrily at low trials 
speeds, but il became apparent in some of the tougher sections 
al Indian Dunes that something was lacking in the power 
department. CYCLE WORLD has four staff owned lrialers of 

different makes, and we ride them regularly. Maybe that's Wh the Yamaha's lack of low end "snap" and midrange "oomph/. 
was so readily apparent to us. The Yamaha isn't bad, but 1 could be stronger. Some sections are simply a bit rough on th: TY's ego. 

In nit-picking we could complain about the miserabJ 
handgrips, the vulnerable sidestand, the lighting dilemma and' 
few other non-serious incidentals. We can applaude the fina 
suspension, the brakes and the niceties such as the ease 0; 
fueling and kick starting. Casual trail and trials riders will Jove 
il, but for the truly serious trials competitor, Spain is still lhe 
way to go, unless he doesn't mind doing some "development 
work" on his own. If Yamaha can improve the power 
characteristics, they'll really have something. l!ll 
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